
APNA FACILITY

BECAUSE 
we care for your smile



About Us 

Apna Facility is an ISO: 9001-2015 certified Facility Management Company. It was incorporated 

in April 2015. Within a short span of time, the company has incessantly moved up the ladder of 

success through innovation, integrity and perseverance. Our company one of the most reputed 

Facility Management Company in Delhi NCR with the operations spread throughout Delhi, Noida, 

Faridabad, Gurugram (HR), Jaipur, Kolkata and national territory reason. The basis of this 

pre-eminence is our long established business philosophy. Quite simply, it is one of complete 

sync of interest with our clients at all times. It is an attitude of mind.

Apna Facility was promoted by professional entrepreneurs with more than a decade of 

experience Corporate, residential, Commercial Retail industries. With an acute focus on imbibing 

the latest technologies and methodology from world over, and innovating on it by contributing 

judicious inputs pertaining to the Indian environment, Apna  Facility has been successful in 

providing customized Apna Facility to its clients.

Find The Best 

SOLUTION 
For You...

 WE 

Pests in and around offices can cause great distress for those that are working in them. They can 

also do damage to buildings, fittings and stock, with computer equipment and cables being 

particularly at risk from the gnawing of rodents.

There are a number of factors that contribute to the 

risk of pest problems in an office:

Treatment for the following: Vector Control, Rodent 

Control, Termite Treatment

PEST CONTROL



HOUSE KEEPING 

SERVICES

Scientific Approach

Regular Training

Mechanized Cleaning

Material

Eco-friendly

The level of cleanness of an office environment has a 

great impact on both staff morale and client perception 

about the organization's structure. A spic and span 

office imparts the view that the company is in sync with 

the times, and provide a hygienic work environment 

instilling in the process a sense of pride & belonging 

among the employees, which further acts an impetus 

and motivating drive, scientific approach: We at 

Apna Facility ensure a systemic and ………

Scientific Approach: To deliver such desire results. Charts, checklist and reports from the 

foundation of a strong result-oriented methodology.

Regular Training: We lay emphasis on training and grooming of manpower, making them 

of the current systems Tools & effective & economic usage of consumables. This is an 

ongoing process, and it's repeated at 3-months intervals for each team member.

Mechanized Cleaning: At Apna Facility, we endeavor to constant innovate, upgrade and 

experiment with the latest technology and state of the-art machinery available in order to 

stay ahead of the completion, with the client's supreme interest in mind. We have the 

latest machine and equipment.

Material: We cleaning material of international quality, sourced from reputed companies 

as Hindustan Lever, Johnson Diversey, Reckitt & Colaman, Balsara, Henkel, Ecolab & 

Unger etc.

Eco-friendly: We confirm to usage of eco-friendly chemicals, and help our clients to 

optimally utilize natural resources. We can set waste- management systems to confirm 

to the latest regulatory guidelines with respect to bio-medical waste management.



SECURITY SERVICES 

PANTRY SERVICES

OFFICE SUPPORT

Personnel are trained to handle the task related to the 

day-to-day operation of the pantry. Basic task include 

handling vending machine, dish machine and various 

other mechanical gadgets frequently used in the 

pantry. Emphasis is laid on hygiene of not only 

the personnel deployed but also the utensils 

managed.

We provide the following highly 

trained and motivated security 

personnel as per your needs.

Front office staff, Photocopiers, Data Entry Operators, Messengers, Field Boys / Errand 

Boys, Drivers etc. who not only proficient in their respective field of work but also well 

versed with the functioning of hi-tech companies are provided. These personnel act 

catalyst in the smooth functioning of the office.

The scope of this procedure to ensure security staffs patrol premises to prevent and detect signs 

of intrusion and nuisance and ensure security of doors, windows, and gates of the common areas. 

The services cover complete security services through efficient trained staff backed by required 

necessary skills and experience with materials and resources.

Armed & Un Armed Security

Escorts Services – Armed I Un Armed I Uniformed I Plainclothes

Personal Security - PSO I Bouncers

Temporary Security - On Event I Occasional I Project Based



Deploy personnel on all floors to control, watch and ward on visitors.

Patrol premises to prevent and detect signs of intrusion and nuisance and ensure security 

of doors, windows, and gates of the common areas. Manning relevant public entry and exit 

points with door frame metal detectors,

Identify and observe/monitor strictly the activities of anti social elements & mischief mongers.

To ensure effective / prompt communication of the security staff with Control Room. Operate 

and monitor CCTV devices.

Inspect and adjust security systems, equipment, and machinery to ensure operational use and 

to detect evidence of tampering.

Movement Plan for evacuation under each type of crisis like earthquake, fire, gas leak, 

bomb hoax, terrorist attack etc.

To undertake and implement effective control in case of unexpected mishaps and etc..

TECHNICAL TRAINING

Apna Facility has own training centre 

infrastructure, We consider as the backbone 

of our services, seemingly simple security 

duties demand the security guards to be able 

to master various skills and knowledge 

parameters, which are the most important 

ingredient for efficient services. We put lot 

of emphasis on code of ethics and attitude 

building. A fully trained training team 

comprising of Ex Defense Officers and & 

Junior Commissioned Officers impart training

to our security personnel.



LANDSCAPING/HORTICULTURE

Keeping your facility green and welcoming the year-round, 

our team of professionals are trained to perform all tasks to 

maintain the overall effect of Landscaping. Our staff strives 

towards maintaining the landscape to accentuate the experience 

and complement the structure.

Our Horticulture and landscape maintenance services are efficient with emphasis on the 

following:

Comprehensive Grounds Maintenance Programs

Irrigation Design & Installation

Lawn Maintenance

Bed Maintenance

Pruning

Property Maintenance

Spring Clean-Up

Weed Control

Fertilization

Outdoor Lighting

All-season, environmentally safe programs for turf management; mowing and hedging; pest 

control; tree and shrub care; flower care; walkways; parking lot & interior plant care

CORONA VIRUS SANITIZING & DISINFECTION SERVICES
Powerful and safe disinfectant cleaner. Effective Fungicide, Germicide and Virucide. 

Good for cleaning and sanitizing Homes, Hospitals, Schools, Restaurants, Office, Factory, 

Warehouse, and other institutions. Also good for sanitizing dairy farms, poultry farms, meat 

processing units. Concentrated and value for money.

Features & Benefits

Powerful disinfectant cleaner.

Effective Fungicide, Virucide and Germicide.

Effective on wide spectrum of bacteria, fungus and viruses.

Prevents mold and mildew growth.



Professional glass cleaning comes from professional know how. It involves not just skill but a lot 

of training. This is followed by using the right equipment and effective cleaning agents. Glass 

that has been cleaned well will stay clean for longer. Dust and dirt does not settle on freshly 

cleaned glass for quite a while. This ensures that the windows look clean for longer. Clean 

glass has a way of repelling dust.

THE APNA FACILITY SPECIALTY

Reaching the unreachable areas is our specialty, 

especially when it comes to façade cleaning. 

Reliable cleaning solutions

In large buildings and commercial setups the facades are built to add beauty to the architecture 

however while they were being constructed little thought was given to the cleaning and 

maintenance feature. However, Apna Facility is here to the rescue. We are the expert with all the 

know how and provide the best solutions in Pan India.

WHY APNA FACILITY  FOR FACADE & GLASS CLEANING?

Whether your cleaning job is small or big we are there to do it for you. Façade or glass we are 

perfectly capable of handling the situation. We have…

FACADE AND GLASS SERVICES 

Whether it is the inside of your windows or the outside, it all gets dirty and needs to 

be cleaned regularly. Hiring the professional like Apna Facility to do the job is the 

best choice.

the expertise – we know how to clean facades and glass the way no one else can

the required equipment – We have the latest technology hi-tech equipment that has 

been especially designed for this kind of job.

the cleaning solvents– We use the best quality and high grade cleaning agents and 

solvents which helps to give good results and has a lasting cleaning effect.

the manpower – we have the manpower who know exactly how o get to those 

unreachable areas.

the required skill– our manpower have been specially trained on
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Plot No-23, Sector-18, Gurugram-122015 (INDIA)

APNA FACILITY
info@apnafacility.com+91-8800276540, +91-9654929374 www.apnafacility.com
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